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Background of Ujala Network
Ujala Network was conceived in October 2016 and is being led by Awaz Foundation Pakistan: Centre for
Development Services. Ujala has 48 Members working in 44 districts across Pakistan including Azad
Jammu & Kashmir and Gilgit Baltistan. Ujala believes that everyone either Men, Women, Young boys &
Girls, Person living with special abilities, Transgender has the right to lead the life where they can
achieve all of their basic human rights and can achieve a safer, improved and more successful future
through policy advocacy for laws, policies and programmes that will make a difference in their lives.
Ujala since inception from October 2016 have faith in building capacities of civil society including NGOs,
Media, Parliamentarians, Academia, Government Departments, Legal Fraternity etc. by engaging them
in different platforms to eliminate all forms of gender based violence, advocating for Life Skills Based
Education, Access to youth Friendly health services and to eliminate stigma and discrimination against
person with special abilities and transgender community. Ujala works on collecting evidence for
advocacy, Alliance building, influencing policy improvement, implementation of existing policies and
laws to transform social norms. We aim to create Rightful spaces and choices of life having complete
realization of Sexual and reproductive health & Rights as per need of our cultural context and
requirements.

Purpose & Process of Internal Evaluation
Awaz Foundation Pakistan: Centre for Development Services-National Secretariat of Ujala Network
initiated a process of doing an evaluation of Ujala Network through an online monkey survey to
understand the strengths and weaknesses of Network. Ujala Network was established in late 2016 and it
is serving communities and vulnerable segments of society through different awareness raising, lobbying
and advocacy activities at various level. Network has supported the cause for the weakest segments of
society who face harassment, abuse, child and forced marriages, domestic violence, stigma &
discrimination, difficulties in accessing health services regarding reproductive health etc. at
community as well as policy advocacy fronts.
The purpose of this exercise is to evaluate its journey since inception that how effective it was, how
satisfactory the interventions were and what more needs to be done. The evaluation was based on 04
areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

About Network and Administrative support
Organizational Strengthening and Capacity Building
Programmatic Interventions
Alliance Building

Evaluation form was designed on Likert scale to measure the respondents’ agreement on various
statements on above mentioned areas. Some of the questions were also qualitative in nature to
understand what did they like or dislike the most and what innovation in the network they can suggest.
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The division of our 46 Ujala partners according to their identity is as follows:

Total 43 partners out of 46 participated in Evaluation including Provincial, Core and Activity Based
Partners.
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Key Findings of the Evaluation
43 Ujala Partners took part in an online internal evaluation of Ujala Network and the findings of
evaluation are analyzed by National Secretariat to measure real satisfaction of partners at four levels
including:
1. Impact level findings
2. Program level findings
3. Institutional level findings
4. Networking and stakeholders’ collaboration

1. Impact Level Finding:
Ujala partners were asked to rate the level of satisfaction on impact created through Ujala Network
during 4.5 years so overall the satisfaction ranks at 4.2 scale which shows a worthy extent of assurance
that this network is creditable to be part of and staying connecting to build moment on Ujala’s efforts.
When we look at the provincial status so we can comprehend that Sindh, Punjab and AJ&K seems to be
more confident on Ujala’s impact with scale of 4.5 while KP and Balochistan rated at 4.4 and 4.2
respectively. However, our two partners from GB ranked it lowest as 3.5 which shows they were
expecting more impact during this time period.
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2. Programmatic level findings:
Ujala partners were asked to rate the most effective program interventions based on their experience.
They were asked to rank all activities as per their knowledge and involvement in all interventions during
Ujala. From below graph, we can clearly see that evidence generation was ranked at highest
importance and
efficiency
with
scale of 4.5 out of
5.
Whereas,
dissemination of
different
press
releases
on
different
occasions
and
awareness raising
sessions
with
young
people
were also found
most
effective
with scale of 4.4.
However,
the
dissemination of
IEC and masks during COVID period and awareness raising activities with PLWDs were scaled at 4.3 and
on the other hand capacity building of Ujala partners, engagement with mainstream media, developing
and dissemination of facts based booklets, engagement with DAPs/ PAPs and awareness raising
activities with men and women were scaled at 4.2. It is also observed that capacity building of
parliamentarians, Twitter Campaigns
and training of teachers on LSBE was
scaled at 3.8.

If we do analysis of which province is
more satisfied from the efficiency of
programmatic interventions so Sindh,
Punjab scaled at 4.5 and KP scaled at
4.4 out 5. Though Balochistan and
AJ&K scaled at 4.1 and GB scaled at
lowest with 3.1 scale on overage.
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3. Institutional level findings:
Ujala partners were asked about the transformation in institutional growth by connecting with Ujala
Network. Overall, the results show quite a relief and partners’ confidence on network. The network
showed the highest level of satisfaction at 4.4 scale when they were asked how beneficial did you find
your organization to become Ujala member. Second highest satisfaction scaled with 4.3 where they
believed

that

capacity

building workshops have
played a
identifying

vital

role in

areas

of

improvement in partners’
policies for improving their
systems. Partners believed
that

information

and

program guidelines which
were shared with them
have added value and quality in their interventions, they also appreciated the technical support, in
addition the information and all key notes that were provided to them regarding conducting program
activities by rating on scale 4.2. On average, partners also scaled the fact that their understanding has
improved on value clarification around SRHR at 4.2. Partners also scaled at 4.1 on the level of
improvement in relation to understanding SRHR and its thematic areas through Ujala Network and
their regular capacity building workshops
and also found training material effective
and supportive for future as well. Second
graph shows the province wise results in
institutional growth where Sindh, Punjab
and KP are at highest satisfaction with
4.5

and

4.4

scale

respectively.

Balochistan and AJ&K also scaled at 4.1
and 4.3 separately while GB scaled lowest
at 3.5.
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4. Networking and stakeholders’ collaboration:
Network members were asked few key questions on networking and stakeholders collaboration that
how the network is being handled by secretariat and how much are we getting a chance to learn from
each other. Members scaled highest with 4.5 as highest satisfaction on communication being done by
Ujala secretariat and the how timely they get information from secretariat regarding any task/
Intervention as well as how much do they listen and respects partners’ opinion. They also shared
satisfaction at 4.4 scale on the kind of support they get from secretariat in case of any administrative
matter and secretariat was scaled at 4.3 on information moves throughout the network without any
bias. Partners scaled at 4.2 on questions if they think trust prevails among Ujala network members plus
if they have chance to learn from other member organizations and if they think network should be
expanded in number of member organizations. Whereas they scaled the maturity and quality of
network at 4.1 and found provincial partners supportive at 3.8.

Looking at the provincial results, AJ&K,
Sindh, Punjab and KP showed highest
satisfaction on networking indicators
at scale 4.5 and 4.4 respectively while
GB at lowest at 3.6.
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Detailed Graphical Results as Network
62.8% partners showed their
highest satisfaction level on
providing detailed orientation
on Ujala Network and its
objectives/ purpose. While
34.9% partners also showed
their satisfaction by marking at
second highest satisfaction.
Though 2.3% partners marked
average on enquired question.

Partners were asked how did they
find
logistic
arrangements
whenever they were invited by
Ujala National Secretariat so
55.8% and 30.2% responses were
followed by highest and second
highest
satisfaction
level
respectively.
However,
9.3%
responses marked average and
4.7% marked below average.
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74.4%
respondents
exhibited their highest
level of satisfaction
regarding
effective
communication by Ujala
National
Secretariat
while 16.3% respondents
showed second highest
satisfactory
level.
However,
7%
respondents found it
average
but
2.3%
responded with low
satisfaction.

67.4%
and
25.6%
partners expressed their
highest and second
highest satisfaction level
respectively.
Whereas
7% considered as an
average. It shows that
partners did not feel that
Ujala
activities
are
informed and requested
in rush. Which is a
worthy indication for
Ujala
National
Secretariat.
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53.5% and 32.6% partners
showed their trust that
information
moves
throughout the network
without any bias. Whereas,
11.6%
marked
average
against this question. If we
add responses of second
highest level of satisfaction to
highest satisfaction, 86.1%
responded had trust on
communication without any
biasness.

If responses of second
highest satisfaction and
highest satisfaction are
added so 97.7 % partners
agreed that secretariat
listen to its members and
respect
their
opinion.
However, 2.3% respondents
marked it on average. This
much of confidence shows
the trust of partners on
National Secretariat team.
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Only 4.7% partners marked
average the secretariat
support related to any
administrative matter but
rest 95.3% partners showed
their
satisfaction
on
inquired question. There is
little improvement needs to
be done by National
Secretariat
regarding
administrative
matters
despite the fact that
majority is satisfied.

When
asked
about
the
supportiveness of their respective
provincial partners so 30.2%, 34.9%
and 27.9% marked highest, second
highest and average support
respectively.
Whereas,
4.7%
respondents marked on scale 2 and
2.3 % marked as lowest
satisfaction level.
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Results shared adequate contentment that 97.7% partners found the network beneficial for their
organization.

86% partners shared their satisfaction on getting assistance connecting with Ujala Network while
13.9% responses marked between scale 1 to 3.
11

It is commendable to be acquainted that altogether 90.7% respondents were satisfied that their level of
understanding on subject of SRHR has improved connecting with Ujala network. While only 9.3%
respondents marked average improvement.
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While asked about the programmatic interventions and support, respondents ranked different activities at level of satisfaction and relevant
according to the need and context.
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Great percentage of respondents shared their highest to high level of satisfaction of 46.5 and 41.9% respectively over the training material and
content and 93% respondents expressed that their understanding has improved on value clarification regarding SRHR.
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81.4% of respondents were satisfied on getting technical support during program intervention and 90.7% shared that technical support
provided by secretariat added value and quality in partner’s performance.
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Ujala partners marked different programmatic interventions according to the quality and effectiveness against below activities: (Qs from 19-35)
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51.2% respondents were highly satisfied the way network is growing in terms of its maturity and quality of efforts while 39.5% respondents
showed their second highest level of satisfaction by marking on rank 4. While 90.7% of respondents who ranked from 3rd to 5th scale were with
the view that more organizations should part of Ujala Network and network should expand in number of organizations.
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97.6% respondents agreed that they got a chance to learn from other member organization of Ujala Network from average to highest
satisfactory level. Whereas, only 2.3% respondents marked scale 2 that shows very low level of satisfaction on getting chance to learn from
other members. 34.9%, 32.6% and 27.9% respondents shared the highest satisfaction, second high satisfaction and average level of satisfaction
respectively in terms of reciprocity between Ujala members. While only 4.7% respondents shared less level of satisfaction on exchange of
knowledge among member organizations.
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Positively, 93% partners responded on scale 4 and 5 that shows their agreement that trust prevails among Ujala members while 7% partners
feel that more trust needs to be developed among partners. when partners were asked if they are satisfied from their role in network so 67.4%
partners were seemed highly satisfied while 27.9% partners were at second highest satisfaction level whereas, 4.6% partners were found
average to below average level of satisfaction from their current role.
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Ujala partners were
asked to rate the level of
satisfaction on impact
created through Ujala
Network during 4.5 years
so 51.2% respondents
were seemed highly
satisfied while 39.5%
were seemed at second
highest
level
of
satisfaction.
7%
respondents marked on
average
and
2.3%
marked on scale 2 that
shows that they want
more efforts to be done
to create more impact.

Partners feedback on Network Management
 Partners were asked what did they like the most in terms of network management by the
national secretariat so great number of responses reflected a huge level of respect and trust
toward secretariat. They appreciated the effective communication, friendly as well as
professional attitude towards each other. They also appreciated the way secretariat supports
them technically and engage them in different sort of activities physically or digitally. They also
acknowledged the level of back up support they receive during advocacy intervention through
different toolkits, material and sharing of research findings.

 Partners were further asked what made them concerned about network management style of
national secretariat so limitless trust was found from their responses but some partners
recorded their concern with respect to more engagement while defining activities and some of
the partners also shared that more field visits should be done by secretariat so partners get that
confidence by showing ground realities. Some partners also presented their apprehension
regarding less number of activities and demanded more actions should be done by partners.
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Suggestions given by Network Members
While asking suggestions and what new can be introduced to the network to increase its impact so
number of suggestion came including:
 Enhancing the role of partners by increasing number of activities.
 Long term project should be signed for plentiful of activities.
 National and international exposure visits should be conducted by secretariat.
 More regular capacity building should be arranged.
 More visibility and projection of network is required through videography and documentaries.
 Partners also suggested monthly or quarterly meetings among network whereas some also
suggested to engage religious clerics to increase the say in community reading SRHR subject.
 Engaging communities, encouraging their participation, and increasing their knowledge, can
improve a community’s capacity and commitment to solve their own issues and create lasting
changes that can lead to their improved SRH rights.
 Network should promote and adapt innovative approaches to providing information and
community outreach, services remotely, including digital and mobile technology.
 Network should be engaged more with existing formal and informal social networks such as
women’s groups, girls’ groups, community groups, civil society organisations, and women’s right
organisations to support their efforts.
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 Annexure-A (Online Internal Evaluation tool)
Dear Partners, Ujala Network was established in late 2016 and it is serving communities and vulnerable
segments of society through different awareness raising, lobbying and advocacy activities at various
level. We all have seen its fruits at community as well as policy advocacy fronts. Now, we want to
evaluate its journey since start to date that how effective it was, how satisfactory the interventions were
and what more needs to be done. Your honest response will help us in shaping its 3rd phase. Please
note that information asked in * is mandatory to fill or else the form will not move forward. We will be
thankful for your time and interest for completing this evaluation.
*Name of respondent:
*Organization: (drop down)
*Province /Region (drop down) or autofill
*District (Drop down) or autofill
*Are you an

Activity Based Partner

Core District Partner

Provincial Partner? (autofill )

*Year of Association with Ujala Network:
About Network and Administrative support
Please rate the following as 1 being lowest and 5 being highest.
*Please rate how well you were given orientation on Ujala Network and its objectives?
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How well did you get the logistic arrangements when you were invited by Ujala National Secretariat?
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How well did you find the communication by Ujala National Secretariat?
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How timely you were informed for any of Ujala activity/ task/ intervention?
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How do you rate if information moves throughout the network without any bias?
1

2

3

4

5
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Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Does the secretariat listen to its members and respect their opinion?
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How supportive secretariat was in case of support required related to any administrative matters?
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How supportive was your provincial lead partner?
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*What did you like the most in terms of network management by the national secretariat?
123*What made you concerned about network management style of national secretariat?
123About Organizational Strengthening and Capacity Building
Please rate the following as 1 being lowest and 5 being highest.
*Please rate, how beneficial did you find for your organization to become Ujala member?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Please rate if you think, your organization has got some assistance connecting with Ujala Network?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Please rate the degree of improvement in relation to understanding SRHR through Ujala Network?
1

2

3

4

5
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*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*To what extent, did you find capacity building workshops significant in understanding SRHR and its
thematic areas?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Please rate if you think, capacity building workshops have played vital role in identifying areas of
improvement for policies and system strengthening of your organization?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How much did you find the training material informative, effective and supportive for future
interventions?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*To what extent, your organization has improved understanding on value clarification around SRHR?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
About Program
*How do you rate the technical support provided during program intervention?
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How do you rate all key information/ notes/ guidelines provided to you related to program activities?
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How much those information and guidelines added value and quality in your interventions?
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
How do you rate the quality and effectiveness of following activities, it is not important if you have been
part of all types of interventions- we just want to understand which activities do you think are more
significant?
*Capacity building workshops for Ujala partners
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1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Awareness raising activities with young boys and girls
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Awareness raising activities with men and women
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Awareness raising activities with Transgender communities
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Awareness raising activities with People living with disabilities
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Formation and engagement with District/ Provincial advisory panels
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Training of teachers on LSBE
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Advocacy forums at Provincial level
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Evidence generation/ studies conducted during Ujala Phase I & II (Status of SRHR in Pakistan, Trends
and Dynamics of Gender Based Violence during COVID-19 in Pakistan, National Assessment of Ehsas
Cash Grant Program-LNOB, Observational Survey on Ehsaas Cash Grant Distribution).
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Printing and dissemination of evidence generated during Covid period
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1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Printing and dissemination of provincial facts based booklets on study “Status of SRHR in Pakistan”
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Printing and dissemination of face masks to spread awareness on COVID-19
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Public service messages to aware people on SRHR themes and Covid-19 through radio, Tv shows,
newspapers and banner campaign under Ujala
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Dissemination of different press releases on different occasions
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Dissemination of tweet sheets and doing tweetstorm on different incidents
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Capacity building session with Media on Ujala themes
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Capacity building session with Parliamentarians on Ujala themes
1

2

3

4

5

Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
About Network Building
*How much do you rate if you think, network is growing the way it should be in terms of its maturity and
quality?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
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*How much do you rate if you think, network should expand in number of member organizations?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How do you rate if you get a chance to learn from member organizations?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How do you rate if you think there is a reciprocity between Ujala member?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How do you rate if you think trust prevails among Ujala network members?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*How do you rate if you are satisfied with your role as being Ujala member?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*Do you see your organization in any other role?

Yes

No

If yes, please share in which role do you see your organization more effective for Ujala Network?
______________________________________________________________________________
*How do you rate the impact been created through Ujala Network?
1

2

3

4

5

*Comments/ Suggestions: ____________________________________________________________
*What new can be introduced to the network to increase its impact?
______________________________________________________________________________
*Any suggestion to strengthen Ujala Network and its struggles?
Submit
Thank you for taking out time to fill this form!
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 Annexure-B (Graphs)
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 Annexure- C (Alphabetically list of partner organizations who participated in the survey)
Sr.#

Partner Name

District

Sr.#

Partner Name

District

1.

Aakash Welfare Society

Hyderabad

12.

Bright Star Development Society

Sibi

2.

Aika Theatre Group

Lahore

13.

Collation for Appropriation of
Resources & Development- CARD

Lasbella

3.

Al-Dua Welfare Organization

Bannu

14.

Karachi Central

4.

Alfalah Tanzeem

Swat

Council for Participatory
Development

15.

Lower Dir

5.

Allai Development Organization

Mansehra

Dehi Ijtamai Taraqiati Social
Worker Council

16.

Chakwal

6.

Area Development Organization

Muzaffarabad

Development for Health,
Education, Work & AwarenessDHEWA
Equality For All Development
Organization

18.

Health and Rural DevelopmentHARD

Quetta

19.

Ittehad Foundation

Kasur

17.
7.
8.
9.

ARTS Foundation
Association of Women for
Awareness and Motivation AWAM
Azat Foundation

Mirpurkhas
Faisalabad

Bahawalpur

Noshki

10. Balochistan Sustainable
Development Initiative - BSDI

Mastung

20.

Jaag Welfare Movement

Rahim Yar Khan

11. Blue Veins

Peshawar

21.

Karakoram Area Development
Organization – KADO

Hunza-GB
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Sr.#

Partner Name

District

22.

Khpal Kore Organization

Mardan

32. SAHARA Voluntary Social Welfare
Agency for Persons with Disabilities

D.I. Khan

23.

Local Support Organization

Kohlu

33. SEARCH FOR JUSTICE

Lahore

24.

Mechanism For Rational Change

Khuzdar

34. Shuar Taraqiati Tanzeem

Multan

25.

Mehran Welfare Trust

Larkana

35. Sindh Desert Development
Organization

Umerkot

26.

National Advocacy for Rights of
Innocent-NARI Foundation

Sukkur

36. Sindh Radiant Organization

Thatta

27.

National Disability and Development
Forum

Sanghar

37. Women SHADE

Quetta
Mirpur- AJ&K

Neelab Children and Women
Development Council

Rajanpur

38. Sustainable Development
Organization
39. Sujag Sansar Organization

Dadu

29.

Publishing Extension Network-PEN

Gilgit

40. Takhleeq Foundation

Karachi

30.

Research, Advocacy and Social
Training Institute - RASTI

Karachi West

Nasirabad

31.

Sada-e-Thal Welfare Organization

Karak

41. The National Educational and
Environmental Development SocietyNEEDS
42. Waseela Development Organization

28.

Sr.#

Partner Name

District

Loralai
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 Annexure- D (List of partner organizations who did not participate in the
survey)
Sr.#

Partner Name

District

1.

National Organization for Sustainable
Development

Muzaffargarh

2.

Elohim Church

Peshawar

3.

Social Humanitarian Agency for Development &
Empowerment - SHADE

Jaffarabad
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National Secretariat –Ujala
Awaz Foundation Pakistan: Centre for Development Services
Phone #: 051-2305233 & 051-2305234
www.awazcds.org.pk
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